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KSbwSiA™? Explains Art
Or Woodcut Printing
Citizenship Laboratory's guest speaker last Thursday was
Robert Marett, the British Consul General in Boston. After
discussing Britain's historical position in the Middle East,
Marett presented a British interpretation of today's Middle
East crisis.

"Practically all the problems
in the Middle East today stem
from steps taken by the peacemakers at Versailles in 1919," asserted Marett. "Here Britain entered into a number of conflicting policies." While encouraging

President Greets
Class Of 1957
At Open House
Sunday afternoon an Open
House for the members of the
Class of '57 was held at the home
of President Charles F. Phillips.
The annual event was well-attended by the seniors who had
been invited to visit the president's home anytime between 3
and 5 p. m.
Cookies, sandwiches and punch
were served. President and Mrs.
Phillips served as hosts for the
affair. Faculty guests included
Dr. and Mrs. Rayborn L. Zerby,
Dr. and Mrs. John D. Hogan, Dr.
and Mrs. William H. Sawyer, Dr.
Edwin M. Wright, and Prof, and
Mrs. Brooks Quimby.

Registration
Students are reminded that
preliminary registration for
the fall semester closes at 4
p. m. today.

Delivers Talk Tomorrow Night
For George Colby Chase Series,

Arabs to revolt against the
Turks, British statesman Arthur
Balfour promised the Jews an independent state in Palestine.
This infuriated the Arab nationalists.

Comments On Experience
Thus the fairer Britain was to
the Arabs and Jews, the more
each hated Britain. "Britain may
be a wicked old nation," Marett
wryly added, "but she has had
much experience in colonialism."
In 1936. Britain established Egypt
as a protectorate, while retaining
certain special privileges.
"After World War II," the
speaker continued, "Britain had
to maintain its world position.
But in point of fact, things were
very much changed. The United
States had emerged as the central power of the West." Both the
United States and the United Nations exerted considerable pressure for nationalizing colonies.
(Continued on page eight)

CA Movie
The final CA movie of the
year will be presented at 7
and 9 p. m. Saturday in the
Filene Room. Peltigrew Hall.
The film will be De Sica's
"Shoe Shine," representing
the Italian realist school.
Admission price is 25 cents.

Prof. Paul B. Arnold

Juniors Choose Sateriale
For Ivy Dance Orchestra
Co-chairmen Karen Dill and
Norman Jason have announced
that Freddy Sateriale and his
band will be featured at the annual Ivy Dance from 8 to 11:45
p. m. May 18 in the Alumni
Gymnasium.
Sateriale's orchestra is wellknown throughout New England.
He has appeared at Bates on previous occasions; his most recent
visit, was in May 1955 when he
furnished music for dancing in

Class Of 1958 Selects Seven As
Speakers For Ivy Day Program
Prepare Traditional
Annual Ceremonies
On Monday, May 13, the
juniors, led by Class Marshal
Charles Dings, will march into
the Chapel in their caps and
gowns for the traditional Ivy
Day program. The speakers this
year are Karen Dill, Judith
Granz, John Lovejoy, Benedict
Mazza, Bruce Perry, Joanne
Trogler, and Ronald Walden.
Class President Mazza will be
master of ceremonies. Walden,
who is president of Robinson
Players and has taken major
roles in several Little Theater
productions, will serve as toastmaster.
Government Officers Speak
Vice-president of Student Council, Perry will deliver the class
oration. Miss Dill, Student Government president and cochairman of the Ivy Dance, will
offer the toast to the faculty.
Miss Trogler, former Betty
Bates, will toast the men. She is
a member of the Stu-G board.
Toasting the women is Lovejoy,

Bates College will be host May
2 and 3 to Prof. Paul B. Arnold
of Oberlin College, the third and
final speaker of the 1956-57
George Colby Chase Lecture Series. Professor Arnold will deliver three lectures on painting,
printmaking, and sculpture.
On Thursday morning, May 2,
in Cultural Heritage mass lecture
Professor Arnold will discuss
with slides European and American painting following the PostImpressionistic period.
Speaks On Printmaking
At 8 p. m. Thursday in the Chapel he will speak about contemporary printmaking with a back-

the "Tara" southern plantation
setting.
Climaxes Mayoralty Activities
Before coming to the campus
he will fill an engagement at the
Hotel Commodore and will play
for a formal dance at Boston
University.
The event, traditionally sponsored by the juniors, climaxes
the weekend's Mayoralty activities. During the evening the
president of the Student Council
will announce the winning candidate in the Mayoralty election.
Head Committee
The committee heads for the
semi-formal include Lawrence
Beer, Damon Dustin, Philip Feinsot. John Fresina, Judith Frese,
Catherine J a r v i s , Katharine
Johnson. James Kyed, and Patricia Lysaght.
Other chairmen are MacCrae
Miner, Sally Morris, Jayne Nangle, Judith Perley, Elaine Pren(Continued on page three)

Bowdoin Presents
Japanese Violinist
In Concert Tonight

Juniors (l.-r.) Bruce Perry, Judith Granz, Joanne Trogler,
Benedict Mazza, Ronald Walden, Karen Dill, and John Lovejoy will speak at Ivy exercises.
(Photo by Blunda)
also active in Robinson Players
productions. The toast to the
seniors will be given by Miss
Granz, secretary of the class of
1958.
Dings, active in Outing Club
and Robinson Players, was elect-

ed campus mayor in last year's
mayoralty campaign.
The indoor program will be
followed by the planting of the
Class Ivy behind Coram Library.
A plaque is being designed to
accompany it.

Japanese violinist Toshiya Eto
will present a concert at 8:30
tonight at Bowdoin College. The
public is invited to attend, with- j
out admission charge.
A faculty member at Curtis Institute, Eto has played in Carnegie Hall and has toured the
United States. He has also appeared in Mexico, Central America, Italy, Hawaii and Japan.
Wins Recognition
Eto won the Japanese National
Music Contest at the age of
twelve. Graduating from the Tokyo Academy of Music in 1948,
he was first violinist with the
Tokyo Chamber Musk Association.

ground presentation of techniques
and origins. Slides will be shown.
In Friday chapel assembly, Professor Arnold will talk on modern
sculpture.
Arnold was born in China and
earned his A.B. and M.A. at
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. In
1955 he received his M.F.A. from
the University of Minnesota and
is at present an instructor and
assistant professor of fine arts at
Oberlin.
Enters Exhibitions
Since 1942 Arnold has been entering his work in shows and exhibitions and has won a number
of prizes. Several museums, including the Library of Congress,
own examples of his work.
Professor Arnold has been
actively engaged in counselling
church renovation and reconstruction. His work has been
directed toward "the general improvement of the small church as
a place of worship with an attempt to restore to the interior
the spirit of the architectural
style which the church represents."

Foundation Provides
Funds For Students
Needing Financial Aid
Through the aid of the Knights
Templar Educational Foundation,
a non-profit organization, many
qualified and industrious students
are able to complete an education which might otherwise be
denied them for the lack of
money. Loans are available to
any student enrolled in an accredited college, regardless of
race, creed, or sex.
All applicants for loans must
satisfy the Division Committee
on five major points: 1) moral
fitness; 2) scholastic standing; 3)
serious desire or need for advanced education; 4) parent, or
other responsible person, to guarantee the loan by endorsement of
the note; 5) bona-fide resident in
the state through which the application is made.
Applicants Agree to Repay
This fund, as established, is a
revolving fund; each applicant
must understand and agree to repay the sum borrowed according
to the terms of his or her note so
that others may be assisted in
like manner. Each student borrower thus aids in rendering
service to another and becomes a
part of a cooperative plan.
The maximum amount and
terms of the loan are determined
by the home state of the applicant. No repayment is required
during the time the loanee is in
school.
(Continued on page eight)
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Freshman Debaters Tie
For Third At Dartmouth
The Bates College freshman
debate squad finished in a tie
for third place at the annual Novice Debate Tourney held at
Dartmouth College last Friday
and Saturday. This tourney is
open only to those who are in
their first year of college debating.
Of the 22 schools entered, a
Dartmouth team had the best record. However, since Dartmouth
had entered two teams in the
tourney, they waived their rights
for a leg on the revolving trophy
and the second rank team, Bowdoin College, with an 8-2 record,

ATC Commends
Fairfield; Names
Sampson Officer
Last Sunday the Maine Appalachian Trail Club held its annual
conference on the Bates campus,
with members of Appalachian
Trail Clubs as far distant as
Washington, D. C, attending. A
closed executive committee meeting was held in the morning at
which time officers for the coming year were nominated.
Elections were held at the afternoon business session, which
was open to the public. Louis
Chorzempa of Bridgton was
elected to succeed Dr. Roy P.
Fairfield as MATC president.
Prof. Richard Sampson, recently
elected Outing Club adviser, was
named to the board of directors.
Past problems and future plans
of the club were also discussed.
Honor Fairfield
Dr. Fairfield was honored at
the afternoon session with resolutions from various clubs
throughout the Northeast, com-

Calendar
Tonight
CA Vespers,
Chapel

9:15-9:45

p.m.,

Tomorrow
George Colby Chase Lecture,
7:30 p.m., Chapel
Friday
German Department Movies, 7
p.m., Filene Room, Pettigrew Hall
Duplicate Bridge Tournament,
7:15 p. m., Women's Union
Saturday
CA Movie, 7 and 9 p. m., Pettigrew Hall
OC Advance, Bridgton
Sunday
OC Open House, Thorncrag
OC Advance, Bridgton
Monday
WAA Awards Banquet, 6 p. m.,
Rand Hall

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Prof. Paul Arnold, Oberlin College
Monday
Music, Lewiston High School
Chorus
Wednesday
Prof. Verne Ullom

Music Room
Mondays
Thursdays
Sundays

7:30 - 9:30 p. m.
2-4 p. m.
2-5 p. m.

was declared the winner of the
tourney.

CA Announces
O-At-Ka College
Youth Assembly

The Student Christian Youth
Movement is sponsoring another
Honor Lawton
conference this June at Camp
Bates, with a 7-3 record, was O-At-Ka, Lake Sebago. This
tied with MIT, Maine, Vermont, conference is an opportunity for
Wesleyan, Massachusetts, Ford- students from New England colham, and the second Dartmouth leges to get together to exchange
team for third place. However, ideas and discuss problems. It is
had the Bates team won one of open to all college students and
its crucial debates with Bowdoin is considered one of the best conthe positions would have been re- ferences of its kind.
versed.
This year about 150 students
The frosh squad also won an will gather to seek insight into
individual award as John Lawton the many problems confronting
was selected as the second rank-' them in school and at home, and
ing negative speaker in the tour- to attempt to find some answer to
conflicting moral and religious
ney.
beliefs.
Varsity Competes
Lead Conference
Next week a varsity team will
Leading the conference are Dr.
travel to compete in the Eastern John Nelson, professor of ChrisForensic Association Tourney at
tian Vocations at Yale Divinity
New York University. The debate
School; Rev. Edgar Reckard,
team will consist of Richard Dole chaplain of Brown University;
and Everett Ladd on the affirma- and Rev. Thayer Greene, chaptive and King Cheek and Willard lain of Amherst College and minMartin on the negative.
ister of the First Congregational
Dole and Ladd will also enter Church in Amherst, Mass.
the extemporaneous speaking
Following the theme "From
contest while Cheek and Martin This Confusion . . ," these men
will compete in the oratory con- will speak on some of the situatest. The team will be accompa- tions college students face. Small
nied by Mr. J. Weston Walch of seminar and discussion groups
Portland.
give conference members an opportunity to consider new ideas.
mending his work with ATC and Represent Bales
expressing regret at his retireIn the past Bates has been well
ment. He was presented with a represented at O-At-Ka. Last
dacron sleeping bag by the club year Margaret Sharpe, '56, was
in recognition of his service.
co-chairman. Dr. James V. MillAt 7:30 p.m. in Chase Hall Dr. er has served as a discussion
Marion Bradshaw of Bangor leader and George Pickering is a
showed colored slides of the member of the planning commitMaine landscape, including many tee.
mountain scenes. This meeting
Delegates last year included
was also open to the public.
(Continued on page eight)

Dr. D'Alfonso Discusses Ethics
At State Philosophy Conference
The philosophers of Maine held
their annual meeting last Saturday in the Skelton Lounge,
Chase Hall. This informal group
consists of the philosophy instructors of the Maine colleges and
devotes its conferences to discussing questions of philosophic
interest. This year members of
the departments of religion, psychology and cultural heritage of
Bates and several students also
attended.
At the morning session Dr.
Joseph D'Alfonso of Bates read
his paper, "Can Normative
Ethics Be Empirical Without Be-

OC Elects Sampson,
Wright As Advisors
For Coming Season
The Outing Club has elected
Richard Sampson, assistant professor of mathematics, and Theodore P. Wright, Jr., instructor in
government and economics, to
serve as the new faculty advisers.
Last weekend Charles Cooke,
Marjorie Harbeck, and Marilyn
Miller attended the 26th annual
Intercollegiate Outing Club Association Conference held at
Camp Sloane in Lakeville, Conn.
Approximately 200 delegates representing outing clubs from Montreal to Virginia were present at
the conference.
Plan Advance
Plans were discussed at the
Wednesday meeting last week for
OC Advance to be held May 4-5,
and also for the work trip May
11 and 12 to Bemis Mountain.

Marett Stresses Place Of
England In Present World
"Britain holds the balance between France and a renascent
Germany," stressed R. H. K. Marett in a speech given Friday in
Chapel.
Discussing the role of England
in the present world, the British
Consul General noted that his
country is the most reliable
friend that the United States has
today. Therefore "it is important
to understand our position," he
emphasized.
Compares Britain's Role
As background for the present
situation Marett compared the
role of Britian in the 19th century, when she was the leading
industrial power in the world, to
her position today. Now that the
United States and Russia have
become the two great powers
England and the rest of Europe

Governments Debate
Problem Of Returning
On New Year's Day
At their respective meetings
Wednesday evening, 'both Stu-C
and Stu-G discussed the problem
of returning from Christmas vacation next year on New Year's
Day. The Bates Conference Committee has determined that if
classes did not begin on January
2, the required number of academic days would not be met.
The governments also discussed the idea of bringing a
Hungarian student to Bates. StuG considered several possible
problems besides expense, including language difficulty and
adaptation to college life.

serve as a borderland between
them.
With the "emergence of Asia"
there has been a liquidation of
empires and Britain has been no
exception to this phenomenon.
After World War II both India
and Pakistan were among those
nations becoming free and independent within the British Commonwealth.
Preserves Trade Balance
England realizes that "it is in
her best interest to permit this
process of evolution to take
place among her colonies," the
Consul General declared. Since
Britain maintains trade with
these countries she has become
the financial and economic center of the Commonwealth. Due
to her position today she is important as a means of "preserving
the balance of trade in the
world."
Commenting on Britain's recent change in defense policy
which included a reduction in expenditures, the speaker declared
that it was taken realistically
since "England must pay her
own way in the world." Our aim,
Marett asserted, "is to build up
a deterrent against atomic weapons."
Notes Dual Role
In analyzing Britain's position
with continental Europe, the
Englishman stated that "we have
agreed to cooperate with the
Western European nations in a
free trade policy." Since we still
owe our allegiance to the Commonwealth, this decision has been
made with some reservations.
"We view our position in the
world as a dual one," Marett
maintained, "as leader of the
Commonwealth and at the same
time cooperating with the other
European nations."
The British Consul General
concluded his talk by stressing
the need for cooperation today.
"We have had to learn by incidents such as Suez that we can
no longer go in alone without
the rest of the world. It is important therefore that the United States and Britain work together."

Discuss Siu-C Banquet
At the Student Council meeting it was announced that since
all the men can no longer be
seated in the Commons at the
same time, the annual Student
Council Men's Assembly banquet will not be held this year.
The Men's Assembly will handle
the matters which were to be discussed.
President Benedict Mazza reported that Mr. Rich, custodian
of Chase Hall, wished to thank
the men for their cooperation in
— R I T Z —
using the pool room and other
Wednesday
and Thursday
facilities. The possibility of hav"KEYS OF THE KINGDOM"
ing Chase Hall open on Sunday Gregory Peck Thomas Mitchell
afternoons to view televised
"THE NAKED HILLS"
baseball games was referred to David Wayne Marsha Henderson
All Cinemascope and Color Show
the Chase Hall committee.
Friday and Saturday
WESTWARD HO THE WAGONS
Prepare Proctor Qualifications
Fess Parker
Kathleen Crowley
The committee assigned to
" O D O N G O "
draw up qualifications for procRhonda Fleming
Juma
Macdonald Carey
tors reported that it has a nineSunday to Tuesday
point criterion for choosing proc"THE RAINMAKER"
tors.
"HOTSHOTS"

ing Descriptive?" Rather than attempt to develop an ethical system, Dr. D'Alfonso dealt with
the question of methodology, the
manner of justification of the
ethical norm (ie: the ethical
ideal).
Defines "Empirical"
He pointed out that ethics, as
a normative science, is empirically derived as, for example, the
physical science of physics is
empirically derived. In the sense
of the physical sciences, though,
"empirical" refers to the coherent ordering of experience.
Synthesizing this observation
with the historical generalization
that ethics has always been concerned with human welfare (although the content of "human
welfare" may vary from culture
to culture), Dr. D'Alfonso concluded that the goal of normative
ethics (ie: the ethical good) is the
maximizing of the empirical good
(ie: that which a person empirically values or finds satisfying).
Thursday - Saturday —
Summarizes Ethical Good
The ethical good is a coherent
"Big Boodle"
ordering of satisfying experiences
Errol Flynn
so as to yield the greatest satisfaction. Professor D'Alfonso sum- 'Phantom Stagecoach^
marized his point by saying that
William Bishop
"the ethical good means the best
Kathleen Crowley
of the empirical good."
In the afternoon session Prof.
Charles G. Werner of the Univer- Sunday - Wednesday —
sity of Maine led a discussion on
excerpts from Wittgenstein's Five Steps To Danger
Sterling Hayden
Remarks on the Foundations of
Mathematics, dealing with such
Ruth Roman
questions as the validity of synthetic apriori propositions as 'Hold That Hypnotist'
(Continued on page eight)
Bowery Boys

STRAND

EM P I R E
NOW PLAYING
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E"
Audrey Hepburn
Fred Astaire
(Color)
Sun. Cont. from 3 P. M.
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Guidance News

Placement Director Issues

Backstage Crew Readies Features

Shaw play Promises,

Information On Openings Varied Lighting And
The Ross Laboratories, manufacturers of Similac Powder and
Liquid for infant nutrition, have
a job opening for a sales representative to travel the states of
Maine and New Hampshire. Anyone interested should write immediately to Richard Kaufman,
District Manager, Ross Laboratories, 5 Kelsey Rd., Natick, Mass.
Friday, Kaufman will be at the
Eastland Hotel in Portland to interview any candidates. At the

Library Displays
ArnoldEtchings,
Woodcut Prints
Coram Library is currently the
location of a collection of the art
works of Prof. Paul B. Arnold,
George Colby Chase Series lecturer from Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio. Professor Arnold is one
of the outstanding artists in the
country in the realm of etchings
and printmaking. His collection
consists of color intaglios, color
woodcuts, and etchings. He presents a variety of subjects in
these various techniques, but
especially interesting is his
sketch of a frog.
Professor Arnold will show
slides with his lectures on the
campus this week, but students
are urged to visit the second floor
of the library in advance to become familiar with this type of
art work.

time of the interview, he would New Reversible Sets
like to have confidential credenBackstage work on "Arms and
tials.
the Man" is now underway in
preparation for first night, May
YMCA Lists Opening
The Torrington, Conn., YMCA !). A unique backstage feature,
the flats on wheels are nine inchhas an opening for an associate
es high rather than the usual
physical director. Any interested
twelve inches high.
senior may write to Frank Gillis,
The sets are reversible, thereExecutive Secretary, Young
Men's Christian Association, 259 by making it possible to change
the scenery by turning the sets
Prospect St., Torrington, Conn.
around. An aperture in the midThe New England Daily Newsdle of the back of the stage is
paper Association has positions
used in two different acts as a
for graduates interested in newswindow looking out on a balpaper work, either in editorial or
cony and as a door with steps
advertising. Applicants for the
leading up to it. A different illujobs should forward a resume of
sion is created by the sets in each
their education, prior experience,
act.
if any, and qualifications to the
New England Daily Newspaper Lighting Techniques Vary
Association, 120 Front St., WorLighting for the play will vary,
cester, Mass., Attention: William the most difficult scene being that
B. Parry.
of a bedroom having a window
through which starlight is seen.
Day Camp Seeks Leaders
The stage must be dark enough
Students from the Boston area
to give the illusion of night-time
are notified that Camp Peter Pan
but sufficiently light to enable the
is now accepting applications
audience to see the action.
from mature male students and
Since actors stand on platforms
teachers for positions as leaders
in
some acts and are not elevatin their day camp program. There
ed in other acts, there will be !
is also an opening for an accredtwo sets of lights. Lights focused
ited waterfront person, male or
to shine on a person raised by
female. Persons interested in
a platform would be too high for
working at Camp Peter Pan
a person standing on the stage itshould contact the camp at 19
Whitman St., Dorcester 24, Mass. in New York, N. Y., at 55 West
Information about positions at 42 St., at 39 Cortland St., and at
other camps is available at the 45 West 34 St. For these and all
Guidance and Placement Office. other permanent and summer job
Summer office jobs with Office opportunities, more information
Temporaries, Inc., have been an- is available at the Guidance and
nounced. The company has offices Placement Office.

Backstage hands (l.-r.) Benedict Mazza, Norman Jason, John
Lovejoy, and Kenneth Parker prepare sets for "Arms and the
Man."

(Photo by Griffiths)

self. There will not be a sufficient been generous in supplying netime interlude between acts for cessary props absent on campus.
adjustment of lights.
Costumes are of special interest in "Arms and the Man", bePainting Accomodates Lighting
ing the fashions of the late nineFlats will be painted dark teenth century. Women wear long
green to avoid shadows visible dresses with bustles which are
in artificial light. Spotlights will found in Robinson Players' colhave pink gelatine over them to lection. Military uniforms are betone the lights and, thereby, to ing ordered for male characters.
produce the desired shade of
green.
Make-up for "Arms and the Ivy Dance
Man" will be the regular, basic
(Continued from page one)
make-up. The father will wear a
ticer Joanne Trogler, and Maybeard, and Sergius, another male
nard Whitehouse.
character will have a moustache.
Tickets may be purchased from
Costumes Create Interest
Some of the late nineteenth
century props belong to the college. Lewiston merchants have

Sally Morris, Joanne Trogler,
Philip Feinsot, and dormitory
proctors a week before the
dance at $4 per couple.

You smoke refreshed

A new idea in smoking..all-new
( reainl h-j R../. liry,u*Ui» Tvfmcrt, I 'o>u/ntnu.

• menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter
■Mft\Y..Y>V, ;',

Think of a Spring breeze blowing over fresh, green grass and you'll have a
good idea how refreshing all-new SALEM Cigarettes taste. The freshest taste
in cigarettes flows through SALEM'S pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with
new surprise softness... menthol-fresh comfort. Try SALEM —you'll love 'em.

Salem refreshes your taste
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Editorials
Actualizing Potentialities
The fact was recently brought to our attention that few
Bates professors are known as authors of textbooks despite
their knowledge in specific fields, the definite demand for
college and graduate school textbooks, and the wide variety
of topics available. Examination of the situation shows that
although many of these potential authors have the desire to
write, they have neither the time nor the incentive to realize
their ambitions.
Writing and publishing a book of any kind requires both
time and money. Observation will show that there are many
demands on faculty members' time. Aside from carrying a
heavy class schedule, professors are requested to serve as
advisers of clubs and as chaperones for social functions.
Their attendance is expected at a variety of student and faculty meetings, with many committees demanding their attention. And finally, despite these many time-consuming
duties, they are expected to deliver carefully prepared lectures, to return exams and term papers promptly, and to be
available during their "free" time for individual conferences.
Family Life Important
The need for financial support of a publication, to cover
the expense of research and the actual costs of printing, is
obvious. So long as our faculty salary scales continue at a
low level it is unlikely that many will take on the additional
expense of such a project. Furthermore, many already find
it necessary to hold supplementary jobs during the school
year as well as during the summer to support their families.
After fulfilling these responsibilities to the college, it is
quite natural that our professors desire to spend what little
time remains in family activities rather than in writing manuscripts. In fact, the importance of family life and interests
should be recognized even in the original scheduling of these
duties.
Higher Salaries, Fewer Responsibilities
Finally, it is rumored that the college not only does not
encourage its faculty to prepare textbooks in their fields but
actually tends to discourage such endeavor, placing greater
emphasis on writing articles for publication in periodicals as
a more profitable effort. We deem this attitude deplorable.
May we point out that such books as have been written by
Bates faculty members have readily found markets. President Charles F. Phillips has written and revised textbooks of
wide acclaim and usage, and the work of one professor is
now used in 65 colleges, receiving many favorable reviews.
There is no question in our minds that Bates professors
have both the knowledge and the talent to prepare valuable
textbooks in their many fields of interest. We would encourage them to assemble their source material and notes to
begin writing. Even more strongly we would plead for
higher salaries and decreased responsibilities for faculty
members. These changes would enable them to devote more
time, both during the school year and during vacations, to
careful examination of specialized topics and to preparation
of their findings for public and academic consumption. Such
publications would indeed bring honor to Bates as well as
recognition to the individual professors involved. We call
on the college to aid its members in actualizing their potentialities!

^ates fP Student
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Alumnus Of The Week

Inquiring Reporter

Chapel-Studying Problem Draws
Student Comments On A Solution

Recently praised by Hal
March, Jr., in "The Whittler", a
column in a Brattleboro, Vermont, newspaper, was Carl Miller, one of the town's most reThe subject of Chapel manners
spected teachers.
has been under much discussion
Born in Wilton, Maine, some lately. In order to sample student
fifty years ago, he attended Wil- opinion on the subject of studyton Academy and then came to ing in Chapel, the following have
Bates as a member of the Class been interviewed.
Jo Trogler, a junior, feels that
of 1925, majoring in history with
studying
and other discourteous
the intent to teach.
behavior is a proolem which
During his senior year at the
needs to be
college, he traveled through a
brought to the
howling snowstorm for a job inattention of the
terview held in a train car.
students. A1 Despite these wintry conditions,
though she sits
he landed the position as history
in the second
teacher in Brattleboro High
row and is not
School, a job he has held ever
I as aware of the
since.
•iv problem as
In his career as teacher, Miller
those who have
has held down a vast arrary of a better vantage point, she thinks
positions, among them civics and that those who sit to the rear of
other related subjects.
the Chapel have more of a tempDuring the Depression, the tation to read or talk.
school's budget was shortened Audience Should Be Halfway
with the result that he took over
However, since listening is a
the job of musical director.
matter of common courtesy and
To quote from the newspaper all speakers have something to
article, "And ever since his com- say, she feels that the audience
ing here, Carl Miller has been must go halfway in giving the
synonomous with ticket sales speaker a chance to communifor any and all extra curricular cate. Further, from a practical
activities put on by the school. point of view, those who are
This was a job in itself, particu- studying can neither listen nor
larly back in the roaring '20's study effectively.
when Pratt Field and Island
Jo feels that a student who is
Park had no fences or gates, and not interested in the subject or
you had to catch 'em to collect." the speaker can at least be polite
Not confining himself only to and allow those around him to
school activities, Miller has great hear the speaker.
community spirit. He has been a Opposes Spy System
Jo is opposed to any type of
soloist for many years at the
Christian Science Church, a spy system which would report
member of several dramatic the names of offenders, because
groups, and an avid sports sup- the final responsibility rests on
the self respect of the individual
porter.
who should know how to act in
"Not old in years, but rather
public.
wise in the ways of youth,
Finally, Jo says that Dr. Zerby
'Father' Miller wears no frock,
nor does he need one. But for and the student composed Chapel
more than 30 years he has been committee have cooperated to imadvisor and confessor, friend and prove the variety and quality of
confidant to a host of teen-age the Chapel programs this year,
kids, and his constant loyalty and and it is up to the rest of the stuunderstanding have helped many dent body to cooperate and make
of them over some of the rough the programs better for all conspots along the trail of growing cerned.
Lets Others Listen
up."
In giving his opinion, freshman
Bob Cornell reported that poor
acoustics is a weak excuse because he can hear very well from
his seat in the back of the
Engaged: Anne Lombard '57 to Chapel. In his opinion, the main
Richard Vartabedian '57 and
problem is lack
Elaine Prentice '58 to William
of interest on
Flynn of Bates.
the part of the
Who is an intellectual
students. From
lrochilus?
his experience
in Speech 111,
Reference was made at a rehe learned that
cent debate to the small classes
the speaker can
of 2 or 3 that are conducted on
do a much betthe lawn. What could be the
ter
job if the
stimulating study — the grass
audience
helps
him
by paying
itself?
attention.
Knowledge really rained
Since most of the programs are
from West Parker. Beware of
good, he feels that if more stufalling dictionaries, Wally!
dents would force themselves to
Were the seniors really practicing for a firedrill when they heard as people search madly for
left the dining room via the fire "gut" courses and seek to avoid
escape?
7:40's in this vain process of education.
The Mitchell boys make
Dante is an arch, there is
good use of their roof. When
no hope. Furthermore a flywill the big cave-in occur?
ing buttress is a type of litWe notice that the Combo has
erature that can be made.
attracted many followers — not
See John Douglas.
only the girls but even some
Engaged:
Suzanne Manwell,
profs. Hold that tiger!
'57, and Roger Ames, Williams
Let's hurry back to that
'55.
farm again.
I hate people and who can
Registration is here again and
blame me.
the shuffling of papers can be
(Continued on page five)

pay attention, they would become
more interested and would learn
a great deal from the speakers. If
a student finds that a particular
program does not interest him,
the least he can do is be polite
so that those around him may
hear.
In conclusion, Bob thanks that
reporting the names of offenders
is too drastic a step because the
students are old enough and
should be mature enough to understand their responsibility.
Takes Speaker's Position
Kathy Hager, a sophomore,
would put herself
in
the
speaker's position to see the
effect of poor
behavior on the
part of the audience.
She
thinks that distracting behavior in the audience causes the
speaker to lose interest in his
presentation, which in turn causes
a less effective program.
Kathy also feels that listening
is a mater of common courtesy
and that sitting in the back of
the Chapel is no excuse for poor
manners because she, too, can
hear from that position.
Her thought is that the final
solution rests in the hands of he
students. If the upperclassmen set
a good example at the beginning
of the coming year, for the incoming freshmen, the problem
will be solved.
Warn Offenders Privately
Pete Ailing, a junior, is opposed
to studying in Chapel and other
such discourteous actions. He
says, "Those who are guilty of
studying in Chapel are probably
not that studious and could find
a better time and place for such
work."
Pete also thinks that the students should respect the position
of
the
speaker and
help him to
present a better
program by being a good audience. He feels
that guests may
not be anxious to return to such
an atmosphere and thus, the students, by their behavior, are
contributing to poorer Chapel
programs rather than helping to
improve them.
"'Any attempt at a type of spy
system is in poor taste,' say.s Pete,
"and rather than have individuals
reported for discourteous behavior, habitual offenders should
be warned privately and then the
matter should be left to the discretion and integrity of the individual student."

On The Bookshelf
The Bride at Andau
James A. Michener
Things of This World
Poems by Richard Wilbur
The Dark Sun
A Study of
D. H. Lawrence Graham Hough
The Field of Vision Wright Morris
One Life
Muriel Rukeyser
Poets in a Landscape
Gilbert Highet
Justice Holmes: The Shaping
Years 1841-1870
Mark DeWolfe Howe
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Le Circle Francais Brings
Foreign Culture To Bates
Even if you are not a foreign
language student, it is not difficult to translate the words "Le
Cercle Francais." This, of course,
means the French Club. It is one
of the campus groups that meets
on club night every month.

Shaw Satirizes Romantic Ideals
e
In His Play Arms And The Man'

Welcome "Real-Live" Frenchman
By James Parham
An annual event for Le Cercle
Francais is a Chase Hall dance,
With typical Shavian satire on
which is put on in conjunction the foibles of the human race,
with the German Club. Much "Arms and the Man" presents to
planning is done by the organi- us in a light, effervascent manzations in order to give the ner many of the same subjects
dance a flavor of both countries, dealt with so ponderously in
Membership in Le Cercle Fran- This yearns theme was "Rendez- j "Don Juan in Hell". By the afcais is open to any Bates stu- Vous on the Rhine," the function fected, vain manner of the Petdents who are interested in the being well attended.
koff family, Shaw satirizes the
French language or nation. In adThe French club has had a hypocrisies of "culture climbers".
dition to French majors, the touch of France itself in its midst
This is a play primarily for enpresent group has several mem- this year. Gilbert Ollivier, who tertainment, rather than intellecbers who are just starting to comes to Bates from his native tual dissection, but the digs at
learn the language or who per- France, is an active member of j war and romanticism throughout
haps studied it during high the group. At one of the meetings keep it provoking as well as
school.
he talked to the club on educa- amusing.
tional sj'stems in France.
Profs Participate
Assumes "Grand Manner"
Interviews with the cast conAlso taking part in the group's Plan Cookout
activities are the Bates professors
At its most recent gathering, cerning the approach and interof French: Dr. Elliott, Dr. the members of the French club pretation of their characters,
Wright, Professor Seward, and enjoyed a film on the life of served to introduce us to seven
Mme. Carre.
Richelieu. Next month Le Cercle of the most pleasant characters
The French club offers its Francais is planning a cookout at from the stage.
Cast in the part of Raina, Maud
members a good opportunity to Mme. Carre's home in Brunswick
practice listening to and speak- as a grand finale to the season's Agnault and Sue Brown portray
the girl who is living in a dream
ing the language. The meetings program.
world of romantic ideas. Affectare conducted for the most part
The officers for next year have
in French One evening, for ex- been elected. They include Hen- ing a "grand manner" to mainample, the Freshman members ry Morozumi, president; Vicky tain the family's status as one of
the first families of Bulgaria,
led the group in playing games
Daniels, vice president; and LinRaina dwells high among the
such as "I've got a secret" and
da Swanson, secretary-treasurer.
clouds, not having to face reality.
"Bingo." Only French words
Le Cercle Francais hopes to welwere allowed to be used, and the come many new members into Romantic Ideals Predominate
efforts were surprisingly successThrough this character Shaw
the group during the coming
ful.
satirizes
affected people, yet he
year.
projects enough reality into her
Learn French Culture
to show her humanness underAnother purpose of Le Cercle
neath. Through all the "noble atFrancais is that of learning
titude" Raina's real self breaks
about some of France's customs.
through occasionally, showing a
The music of the country has
(Continued from page four)
sensitive, mischievous girl with a
been one of the most popular
Join the group. Search for s wonderful sense of humor. In
topics at the meetings this year. new pub.
Raina's ways and manner everyDuring the Christmas season,
one must chuckle, because her
Last week Bales students
Mme. Carre taught the group a
idiosyncrasies are so human.
did
their
duty
for
God
and
number of traditional French
humanity
(also
for
the
color)
As the extremely proud, precarols.
by
fighting
a
forest
fire.
One
cise
Sergius, Garvey McLean
Dr. Wright and Mrs. Wright led
student
got
his
picture
in
the
feels
the
humor in this character
a program of modern French mupaper heroically leading a
lies
in
Sergius'
overexaggeration
sic at another meeting. Last
broken-down nag to safety.
of his ways. "Everything he does
month a collection of Breton folk
songs was presented by Professor
Advice for the week — For is in a big way. His values are
Seward, who dressed for the oc- every bench God made a drunk. all extremes — everything is
casion in the typical blue smock See what the boys in the back either black or white." Sergius is
very concerned with the romantic
room will have.
and sabots of Brittany.
ideals of pride and honor, and!
thus Shaw gets in another blow
at romanticism through this character.
Chuckle at Foibles
Charles Dings portrays the romantic, yet realistic Blunchley,
who, through his practical ideas
of warfare and down-to-earth nature, offers a direct contrast to
the idealistic Sergius.
Blunchley has a great feeling of
warmth for all the people involved in this whirl of romantic
ideals, yet this practical, realistic
man often chuckles at the affectations and foibles of the Petkoffs.
9
ON CLOSE EXAMINATION
In this way he often mirrors the
feelings and sympathies of the
Of all the different sorts of guys
audience.
There are only two that I despise:
The first I really would like to slam
Adds "Color"
Is the one who copies from my exam.
Raina's mother, Catherine PetThe other one's the dirty skunk
koff, is another character through
Who covers his and lets me flunk!
whom Shaw pokes fun at
pseudos. Loretta Novim and Fran
MORAL: You'll pass the pleasure test with Chesterfield
King. Yee, if you want your pleasure
summa cum laude. smoke Chesterfield
King! BIG length, BIG flavor, the
smoothest tasting smoke today
because it's packed
more smoothly by ACCU-RAY.

Ve* VooctUt

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Chesterfield King gives you more
of what you're smoking for!
'$■',{) goes to Louis F. Welch, Iowa Slate College,
Ames, Iowa, for his Chester Field poem.
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for publication. Chtterfield. P.O. Box 21, NewYork 46, N.Y.
© UspH * Urns Mam Co.

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents:
PAUL PERRY
DICK MORAES

Ruth Zimmerman and Garvey
McLean work on character interpretations for "Arms and the
Man."
Hess, both cast as Catherine, feel
this character adds another dimension to the play — that of
age and peasantry background.
Here is a person who has "absorbed culture skin deep," and
her affectations add to the spoof
of the play.
This is what happens to a peasant in the upper class, doing "the
thing to do." She contains so
many human foibles that Shaw
forces the audience to laugh at
themselves without realizing it.
Dislikes Daily Dunking
About the most amusing character in the play is the easygoing, slightly gullible Petkoff,
played by Ken Parker. Petkoff
prefers a practical approach to
matters, and though he endures
the "noble attitude" his wife and

daughter adopt, he feels quite
silly putting on airs.
"I don't mind a good wash once
a week to keep up my position;
but once a day is carrying the
thing to a ridiculous extreme."
Occasionally found mimicing
Raina's effectations, Petkoff is not
as affected by society as* his
family.
Expresses Author's Philosophy
In contrast to the airs of society, Louka, played by Ruth Zimmerman and Regina Abbiati, acts
as the frank, realistic foil to the
Petkoffs. Though she was from a
peasant family, Louka feels that
being poor doesn't make her any
less a person. In both this attitude and her realistic approach
to matters, she expresses Shaw's
philosophy.
Ruth finds Louka a "spirited,
gay, yet sincere person who will
stand up against anyone for what
she believes." Louka challenges
Sergius and brings out his beliefs,
thus establishing a deeper understanding between them.
Lectures Louka
John Lovejoy is cast as the
obedient, meticulous head servant of the Petkoffs. Very much
aware he is servant to one
of the best families in Bulgaria, Nicola assumes the "grand
manner," and remains thoroughly
convinced he is always right.
Shaw uses this character to reemphasize the foibles of the Petkoffs and their hypocritical actions.
To poor Louka, Nicola is the
habitual lecturer, always insisting things be put to place. Tony's
interpretation of this character is
"Strict servitude without realizing human qualities in others
leads to an unhappy life."
Taking an average situation
and blowing it up to epic proportions, Shaw has seven wonderful characters going around in romantic circles in an improbable,
yet entertaining plot. The high
comedy is enhanced by the satirical nature of the play, and the
whole effect is "a riot."

The royal feast was done; the King
sought some new sport to banish care,
And to his jester cried: "Sir Fool,
Kneel now, and make for us a prayer!"
The jester doffed his cap and bells,
And stood the mocking court before;
They could not see the bitter smile
Behind the painted grin he wore.
He bowed his head, and bent his knee
Upon the monarch's silken stool;
His pleading voice arose: "O Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!
"No pity, Lord, could change the heart
From red with wrong to white as wool:
The rod must heal the sin; but, Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!
"'Tis not by guilt the onward sweep
Of truth and right, O Lord, we stay;
'Tis by our follies that so long
We hold the earth from heaven away.
"These clumsy feet, still in the mire,
Go crushing blossoms without end;
These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust
Among the heartstrings of a friend.
"The ill-timed truth we might have kept—
who knows how sharp it pierced and stung!
The word we had not sense to say—
Who knows how grandly it had rung!
"Our faults no tenderness should ask,
The chastening stripes must cleanse them all:
But for our blunders—Oh, in shame
Before the eyes of heaven we fall.
"Earth bears no balsam for mistakes;
Men crown the knave, and scourge the tool
That did his will; but Thou, O Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!"
The room was hushed; in silence rose
The King, and sought his gardens cool,
And walked apart, and murmured low,
"Be merciful to me, a fool!"
—Edward Rowland Sill
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NetmenTrimLowellTech;\Bobcats Best Quonset NAS, 6-2;
B. U., Brandeis Victorious Lose To Brandeis, B. U. Terriers
By Jack Deuange
After a week's workout on the
Garcelon courts, the Bates tennis
team took to the road last Thursday for the first of three matches
in the Boston area. On Thursday
afternoon they downed Lowell
Textile, 7-2. Friday turned into a
nightmare as the Bobcats went
down in the rain before Boston
University to the tune 7-0, two
matches being called off due to
wet courts from two days of intermittent rain. Saturday saw
Brandeis shade the Garnet, 5-4,
in a real squeaker played on the
MIT courts in Boston.
Although they lost two of the
three matches, the Garnet, playing with only two holdovers from
last year's squad, showed a high
grade brand of tennis that is sure
to improve with the young season and put them in definite contention for state honors later on
this month.
Lowell Tech Beaten
The Bobcats opened at Lowell
with four wins in the singles
events and a sweep of the three
doubles matches. Pete Meilan,
Julian Freedman and Dave Graham
won
their
respective
matches in straight sets while
Ralph Bixler downed Jerry Boisjohr, 2-6, 6-2, 6-2. Seniors Jim
Pickard and Dud Moses were the
sole Bates losers in the first day
of competition, Pickard losing to
Ray Ved, 7-9, 3-6, and Moses
dropping his match to Tom Zuckerberg, 6-4, 4-6, 5-7.
BU Drubs 'Cats
Soggy courts and damp weather allowed only one of three
scheduled doubles matches to be
played along with the regular
singles events and it was a bad
day for the Bobcats as they lost
every match to the host Terriers
in straight sets, BU taking the
touring Batesmen by the infamous score of 7-0.
Brandeis had their lucky rackets
with them as they edged the Garnet 5-4 in the last match of the
trip. Meilan, Bixler and Jeff

Mines won in their singles
matches and the Bixler-Mines
combination was victorious in
their doubles contest. Captain
Pickard had the toughest match
of the day, losing to Bill Hoffman
of the Judges, 6-4, 1-6, 9-11, the
last set being probably the most
gruelling of the day.
Bowdoin Here Today
Following these three matches.
Coach Lloyd Lux will send his
charges into combat this afternoon (Wednesday) against Bowdoin in their home opener on the
Garcelon Field courts. After the
Bowdoin match, the Garnet will
travel to Colby this Saturday and
then meet Clark University here
next Monday.
The summaries:
Bales 7 — Lowell Tech 2
Singles
Meilen (B) defeated Bauker,
6-1, 6-2; Bixler (B) d. Boisjohn,
2-6. 6-2, 6-2; Ved (L) d. Pickard,
9-7, 6-3; Zuckerberg (L) d. Moses,
4-6, 6-4, 7-5; Freedman (B) d.
Schneider. 6-2, 6-0; Graham (B) d.
Copley, 9-7, 6-3.
Doubles
Meilen-Pickard (B) d. BoisjohrBauker, 6-2, 7-5; Bixler-Moses (B)
d. Schroder-Ved, 6-1, 6-4; Graham-Freedman (B) d. SmithStevens, 6-2, 6-2.
Boston University 7 — Bates 0
Singles
Kerr (BU) defeated Meilen (B),
7-5, 6-1; Kenney (BU) d. Bixler
(B), 6-4, 6-2; Mackay (BU, d.
Moses (B), 6-2, 6-3; Webber (BU)
d. Pickard (B), 6-2, 6-4; Bingham
BU) d. Freedman (B), 6-3, 6-2;
Abiko (BU) d. Graham (B, 7-5,
7-5.
Doubles
Mackay-Kenney (BU) d. Bixler,
Mines (B), 6-3, 6-0. Other two
doubles called, wet courts.
Brandeis 5 — Bales 4
Singles
Meilen (Ba) d. Larner (Br), 6-4,
3-6, 10-8; Bixler (Ba) d. Fiala
(Br), 6-2, 7-5; Morrison (Br) d.
Moses (Ba), 6-4, 6-3; Hoffman
(Br) d. Pickard (Ba), 4-6, 6-1, 119; Mines (Ba) d. Bauman (Br),
6-2, 6-4; Ross (Br) d. Graham
(Ba), 6-4, 6-3.
Doubles
Morrison-Larner (Br) d. Meilen-Moses, 7-5, 7-5; Bixler-Mines
(Ba) d. Brailove-Bauman, 6-4,
6-4; Ross-Hoffman (Br) d. Grahani-Freedman, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3.

Bates Linksters Blanked,
Suffer Three Road Losses

By Jack O'Grady
The Bates baseballers returned
from their three game Boston
road trip after winning the first
game and dropping the next two.
In the opener the 'Cats clawed
the Quonset Naval Air Station
"Flyers," then finished up with
losses to Boston University and
Brandeis University.
Feld Bests NAS
At Quonset Point, Rhode Island, freshman Gerry Feld pitched the Garnet to a 6-2 victory
aided by the big bats of Paul
Perry, Bill Heidel, and Norm
Clarke, each collecting two hits
apiece.
Bates copped a quick 3-0 lead
in the first inning as Mai Block
reached on an error, Captain
Ralph Davis singled, and Wayne
Kane walked to load the bases.
A sacrifice fly ball to left by Al
DeSantis brought Block across
the plate for the first run.
Clarke Drives In Two
With one out in the same inning Norm Clarke singled to
drive Davis and Kane home. The
Bobcats picked up one run in the
third inning and two more in the
fifth stanza to round out the day.
Quonset combined a walk a triple and a single in the fourth
frame to account for their two
tallies.
Striking out nine men, Feld

allowed two runs on six hits, being relieved by Dave Colby in
the seventh. Bates hit safely nine
times while the Flyers had seven
hits. Defensively, Quonset made
five errors to the Bobcats' one.

saved the 'Cats from a disastrous
inning.
Colby Triples
With two outs in the second
inning Norm Clarke walked.
Perry was hit by a pitch and
George Dresser singled scoring
Clarke. A long triple by Colby
split the gap between right and
center field to drive in two more
runs.
The Judges scored two in the
fourth to take the lead and then
with two away in the sixth inning, a walk, single, and home
run by Gioralamo brought the
score to 8-3.

BU Blasts Bobcats
At Boston University, the Garnet took an early 2-1 lead but
the Terriers scored two in the
fifth, three in the seventh, and
three in the eighth to ice the victory.
Lefty Bob Graves gave up six
hits being relieved by Colby with
one out in the seventh. Five Bobcat miscues helped pave the way
for the Boston barrage. Stone was 'Cats Rally In Ninth
the winning pitcher for BU, goIn the eighth, Clarke singled,
ing the full nine innings and givmoved to third on a passed ball
ing up three hits one each by
and fielder's choice and scored
Davis, DeSantis and Bill Tobin.
on pinch hitter Joe Murphy's sinBrandeis Wins
gle. Block, Kane and DeSantis
At Waltham, the Brandeis opened the ninth inning with
University Judges broke a 3-3 walks. Block scored on Dick
deadlock in the fourth inning Moraes' force play at second
with two runs and added two base. Bob Martin walked and
more in the sixth. A run in the Perry was again hit by a pitch to
eighth and two in the ninth by force in Kane. Flynn popped out
the Bobcats fell short of the to end the game with the Judges
on top.
Brandeis mark.
Dave Colby started for the
In the first inning, a single,
walk and a triple brought in two 'Cats and was removed for a
Brandeis runs followed by one in pinch hitter in the eighth. Graves
the second on three walks and an finished the game. Bates had
error with no one out. A pitcher eight hits in the contest with Al
to catcher to first base double DeSantis and George Drsser getplay with the bases jammed ting two each. Girolamo was the
big stick for the Judges with
three hits and five runs batted in.

Kittens Smash Stephens;
Romp 12-5 For First Win A wards Banquet
The Bates Bobkittens picked up
their first win of the season the
easy way over Stephens High of
Rumford by the lopsided score of
12-5. The contest was played at
Garcelon Field on Wednesday,
April 24. Coming up with five
runs in the initial inning, the
Kittens coasted the rest of the
way, with big "Spook" Sutherland pitching fine ball. Jon Whitten relieved him in the 6th.
Big First Inning
In the first innnig, Millet and
Smith led off with back-to-back
singles, and after Jack Harding
grounded out to second, Murphy,
Agnos, Whitten,. Young, and
Walsh all reached base safely.
The Kittens batted around to
send them into an early 5-0 lead.
In the second, Murphy singled
and Art Agnos drove him in
with a clean single to right.

The Bates golf team travelled where they were defeated by an
to the Boston area on their an- identical six to one score.
nual spring trip last week but
Roy Golden became the only
were disappointed in their three Bates scorer in this match as he
matches, as they were trounced edged Ken LaFleur two and one,
by Rhode Island, Lowell Tech, while Schmutz was defeated by
Joe Witner in 20 holes. Jerry Lafand Boston University.
Lose To Rhode Island
ferty, Lowell's number two man,
The visitors didn't score until
In their opening match, the defeated Williams one-up.
the
third when Sutherland weakcharges of coach Bob Hatch
In the other four matches, Deaened
slightly and issued a single
dropped a 6 to 1 decision at the con was defeated by Tom McNiff,
University of Rhode Island. Bob 5 and 4; freshmen Stiles and Er- to Arsenant, and an error, folWilliams, number three man for nie Peterson were respectively lowed by a neat sacrifice bunt by
this match, was the only success- dropped by Bill King, 7 and 5, Prinn, brought him across. In
ful Bobcat linksman when he de- and Al Bratt, 6 and 5. Tom Haw- their half of the third, however,
feated Dave Foster three and one kins lost to Jim Murray in the the Kittens equaled their output
of the first inning with five more
for the Garnet's only score.
final match, 3 and 2.
big runs to send them further into
Freshman Ed Stiles, playing Terriers Sweep Clean
the lead.
number six man for the losers,
The Terriers of Boston Univerfigured in the closest match of sity made it a clean sweep as Kittens Add Five More
the day when he was edged out they blanked the Garnet, 7-0, in
Danny Young led it off with a
by Murray Sarretishi, two-up.
the final match on Friday. The single, and Chuck Burrill laid
However, the rest of the squad closest match of the day was down a neat sacrifice bunt to
could not come through as Char- Golden.s ioss to Sam Chase, 2 and send him to second. Sutherland
lie Schmutz was defeated by 1, while Williams lost to Bob Ells, then reached on a fielder's choice,
Harry Hampson, 6 and 5; Roy
and Millet, Dave Smith, Jack
3 and 2.
Golden went down in defeat to
John Ericson, 4 and 3; Paul Butler defeated Tom Hawkins, 6 and
4; Ed Bouley took Pete Jodaitis,
THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
6 and 5; and Ross Deacon lost to
Bob Hamel, 5 and 4.
69 SABATTUS STREET
Then on Thursday, the Bobcats
travelled to the Lowell Tech link9

Harding, and Joe Murphy all
singled for five more runs.
"Spook" Sutherland was relieved by Jon Whitten on the
mound in the sixth who immediately struck out the side. Before
this, the Kittens added to their
[cushion aided by walks and errors, to score another one in the
5th. Joe Murphy walked, and
Agnos reached on an error which
sent Big Joe home.
Stephens Scores Four
Jon Whitten weakened in the
seventh, allowing four Stephens
runs, as his control left him and
he allowed four men to walk,
while another reached on an error. He held his own in the next
three innings, shutting the visitors out.
Team Hits Well
Joe Murphy led the Bates attack with three hits in three
times at bat. Danny Young, Dave
Smith and Dave Millet all chipped in with two more apiece. The
combined pitching of Sutherland
and Whitten gave up only two
hits — to Prinn and Sassi of the
visitors. Thus a combined output
of slugging and pitching led to
the win. This is shown as Bates
(Continued on page seven)

Planned; Spring
Season Opens

By Paula Pratt
The annual WAA Awards
Banquet has been planned for
Monday night, May 6. Nearly 200
girls will attend the banquet at
which the entertainment will be
provided by the members of the
WAA Board.
Spring Season Opens
The spring season opened this
week with a softball game on
Monday between the freshmen
and sophomores and a tennis
match on Tuesday. All softball
games are scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays at 4 p. m.
The tennis matches which will all
be singles, are scheduled for
Tuesday and Fridays at 4 p. m.
Since this is the first season
that softball has been offered on
a class team basis, the WAA
Board is looking forward to the
enthusiasm of the girls to make
this season a success and fun for
all.
Splash Party Held
Last night a splash party was
held at the Auburn YMCA which
was attended by twenty girls. Organized games and races were the
main events.

STECKINO and SONS
49 MAIN ST.

Italian-American Restaurant
STEAKS

•

CHOPS

■

LOBSTER

and

PIZZA

Jam Session with the Slompers - 2:00 Satuday

Look For The Sign With The Big 49
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'Cat Thinclads Win Triangular Meet
Garnet Even Series Play; Judges And
Look Good In 4 To 2 Win For Seventh

Huskies Defeated
Straight Victory

Coming up with four runs in
the fourth inning, the Bates Bobcats evened their State Series
record at one win and one loss,
by defeating the University of
Maine 4-2. Lefty Bob Graves got
the win, although he needed help
irom Dave Colby in the eighth.
Teams Score Early
Maine took the lead with single
runs in the second and third
frames; but in the fourth, three
base hits by Wayne Kane, Al DeSantis, and Norm Clarke, coupled
with a walk and a hit batsman
(Burke) allowed the Bobcats to
push across four tallies for all the
game's scoring.
Bob Graves, the siarier, was
the winning pitcher although he
was
troubled
by
wildness
throughout the game. He needed
help from veteran Dave Colby
when the Bears loaded the bases
on walks in the eighth but left all
runners stranded. Graves, in
seven and one-third innings of
mound duty allowed the four
Maine hits, walked seven, and
struck out two.
Only one of the Maine hits was
for extra bases, that a double by
Jerry Davis. Colby, in his one
and two-thirds inning stretch allowed no hits and walked only
two.
'Cats Show Improvement
In the field the Bobcats were
much improved over their last
appearance against Bowdoin,
when they committed ten errors.
This game found only one Bobcat miscue, a throw by Mai Block

which pulled first-baseman Heidel slightly off the bag.
The hitting department also
showed improvement, as the
Bobcats collected seven hits including a double by Paul Perry.
Block, Ralph Davis, Kane, DeSantis, Bill Heidel, and Clarke
all had singles.
The box score:
Bates
o
ab h
4
Block, 22, 2b
3
3
3
D. Davis, cf
4
4
Kane, c
DeSantis, rf
4
6
4
5
Heidel, lb
Clarke, ss
3
4
Martin, rf
0
0
Perry, If
4
0
Murphy, 3b
3
0
a-Tobin
0
1
Flynn, 3b
0
0
Graves, p
1
1
Colby, p
0
0

Stephens Game

Bates JV's Take Second Straight Tilt;
Thornton Academy Falls, 13 To 2

(Continued from page six)
collected 13 hits and Sutherland
and Whitten struck out 15.
Bates
ab h r po a e
Millet, 2b
5 2 2 1 1 0
Smith, c
4 2 2 11 0 0
Harding, cf
4 1 1 1 0 0
Murphy, 3b
3 3
0 0
Agnos, If
3 1
0 0
Whitten, rf, p 4 1
0 0
Young, ss
2 2
0 0
Burrill, lb
10
0 0
Sutherland, p
2 0
0 0
Coleman, c
10
1 1
Bogle, cf
0 0 0 0 0 0
Finnie, rf
10 0 0 0 0
Blessoff, If
10 0 0 0 0
Castlepoggi, rf 0 0 0 0 0 0
Neff, ss
11 1 2 0 1
Walsh, lb
1 0 0 2 0 0
Gallons, 3b
2 1 0 0 0 0
Krause, cf
0 0 0 1 0 0
Ailing, cf
0 0 0 0 0 0
Walstrom, cf
0 0 0 0 0 0
Sheets, rf
0 0 0 0 0 0
Stephens
ab h a po a e
Prinn, ss
4 1
3 1
Prinn, cf
3 0
0 0
Hebert, 2b
2 0
3 0
7,ale. If
2 0
0 1
Sassi, 3b
3 0
0 0
McKenna, lb
4 0
0 0
Bourassa, rf
3 1 0 10 0
Arsenant, c
10 2 3 0 0
Moore, p
3 0 0 0 4 0
Garret, c
0 0 0 2 0 0
Bates
5 15 0 10 0 0 0—12
Stephens 00100040 0—5
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

Totals
Maine
R. Davis, 2b
Pepin,, If
Hlister, ss
J. Davis, 3b
Eberach, c
Toothaker, lb
Deshon, lb
Offerberg, cf
Gaboury, rf
Brueck, rf, cf
Burke, p
Suitor, p

30
27
ab h
o
e
3
0
3
0
5
110
4
114
5
2
2
1
3
0
10
2
2
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
10
0
0
3
0
2
1
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
1

Totals
31
4
27
12
a—struck out for Murphy, 9th
b—walked for Burke, 8th
Bates
000 400 000—4
Maine
011 000 000—2
R: Block, D, Davis, Kane, DeSantis, Pepin, J. Davis. E: Block,
R. Davis. RBI: Kane, DeSantis 2,
Clarke, J. Davis, Brueck; 2B: Perrv, J, Davis. SB: DeSantis, LOB:
Bates 4, Maine 11. HP: Burke
(Block). Umps: Donovan, Blake.
Time: 2:45.

By John Goodwill
The Bates Bobkittens came
through with their second victory
in three starts at Garcelon Field
last Saturday afternoon. The Kittens bested a scrappy Thornton
Academy nine by the lop-sided
score of 13 to 2 in a shortened
seven inning tilt.
Thornton got its only two runs
in the first inning as starter and
winner "Spook" Sutherland was
victimized by an error that led
to Thornton's only runs. After
two were out an error by the
Bobkittens, followed by walks
to Bryce Roberts and Ralph Tarbox and a single by Al Burnham
accounted for the scoring.
The Kittens came right back
with two in their half of the inning as Smith and Walsh both
singled and Art Agnos and Danny
Young reached on errors.
Kittens Begin Runaway
The runaway started in the
second as Burrill reached on an
infield single and after Wally Neff

EAT. DRINK and
BE MERRY . . .
Every Day Of The Week

COOPER'S

(]CC(I(h
50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241

Sabaltus Street
We Serve The Best

day, being a triple winner via
firsts in the 100, 220, and 220 low
hurdles.
For the Garnet, John Douglas
flashed his way to 14 points with
a first and three second places. He
won the broad jump with a leap
of 22 ft. 7 in., and captured second
place in the high jump and high
and low hurdles.
Team Effort
For the Bobcats it was a real
"team" win as an occasional poor
showing in one event was offset
by another teammate's performance. The 'Cats had twenty men
score while Northeastern had
thirteen and Brandeis had six
break into the scoring column.
Erdman Tops Pole Vaulters
Garnet hi-lights: pole vaulter
Dave Erdman, after cracking an
ankle a week ago, returned to
action with a leap of 11 ft. in
winning this event.
Garnet discus tossers Wheeler
and Fresina put on a great clutch
performance equaling or bettering their best efforts in this event.
Bobcat hammer men had a
John Douglas displays form in the high jump while garner- field day as they swept all four
ing 14 points to lead the Garnet to victory over Brandeis and places.
Northeastern.
Smith Wins 440
Rudy Smith remained undefor the hustling "Slovenskimen" gnawing away at the Garnet lead feated in the 440 with a great
who haven't dropped a contest right down to the final event, the 49.3 win and was just edged by
since bowing to Maine in the discus. Bates' Jim Wheeler and Northeastern's Miller in a very
winter opener. The Garnet has John Fresina nailed down the fast 220. Miller ran the 220 in 21.2
come out strong, aiming at the win with a fine one-two perform- seconds.
State Meet here at Bates, May 11. ance in this event.
This Saturday the Bates thinclads travel to Colby for the anBates posted 77 J4 points to Miller, Douglas Top Scorers
Northeastern's 69 and Brandeis'
Charlie Miller, Northeastern nual quadrangular meet with
1814. The meet marked Bates' sprint ace, was top scorer of the Colby, Vermont, and Middlebury
in what will be their final tuneup before the State Meet.
The summary:
Hammer — Won by Fresina
(BA); 2, Taylor (BA); 3, Allen
(BA); 4, Wheeler (BA). Distance:
ft. 3J4 in.
and Sutherland went out John and Burrill all were credited with 142Mile—Tie
among Giovanni, Tim
Whitten and Dave Smith came two hits apiece. The only other Lacey, Clarence Hilton, all (NE);
4, Turner (BA). Time: 4:41.6.
through with back-to-back sin- hit was Sutherland's double.
100—Won by Miller (NE); 2
gles that led to three more runs. Sutherland Gets Win
Carthy
(NE);
3, Makowsky
The onslaught continued in the
Sutherland was credited with (BA); 4. Dougherty (BR). Time:
third as Jack Harding led off with his second victory in a row as he 9.1.
a single, Agnos was hit by a allowed only three hits and
440—Won by Smith (BA); 2,
pitch, and Young and Charlie struck out two Thornton batters. MeCarron (NE); 3, McGrath (BA);
4, Rollins (NE). Time: 49.3.
Burrill also singled. This was Whitten took over in the sixth
Broad jump—Won by Douglas
followed by a tremendous double and allowed no runs and no hits, (BA); 2, Gartner (BA); 3, Miller
by Sutherland into deep center- while striking out two batters (NE); 4, MeCarron (NE). Distance: 22 ft. TA in.
field aiding his own cause.
and concluding the game.
120 high hurdles—Won by NeuTwo more runs scored in the
Coach Vern Ullom's stickers guth (BA); 2, Douglas, Miller
fourth as Dave Walsh, Agnos, are on their way to another fine (NE); 4, Cavanaugh (NE). Timeand Young all singled. In the season with a two and one record 15.7.
Shot put—Won by Napoli (BR);
fifth, Neff walked, stole second to date.
2, Wheeler (BA); 3, Greland (NE);
and scored as Whitten reached
4, Frissora (NE). Distance: 48 ft.
The box score:
3 in.
on an error.
Bates
ab h r po a e
Pole vault—Won by Erdman
The scoring was concluded in Whitten, 2b
4 1 1 2 2 0 (BA); 2, tie between Stevens (BA)
the sixth, as Harding, Agnos, and Smith, c
4 2 2 4 1 0 and Silva (BR); tie, Lilmaine
3 2 1 0 0 0 (NE) and Boyle (NE). Height: 11
Young all singled to bring an end Walsh, rf
Harding,
cf
4 2 3 0 0 0 ft.
to the rout.
Agnos, If
3 2 2 0 0 0
220—Won by Miller (NE); 2,
Young, 3b
4 3 0 0 2 0 McCarthy (NE); 3, Dougherty
Team Effort For Win
3 2 2 10 1 2 21.2
This was indeed a team effort Burrill, lb
2 0 2 2 3 1 (BR); 4, Makowski (BA). Time:
Neff, ss
by the Bobkittens. They collected Sutherland, p
2 1 0 0 2 0
Two mile — Won by Hilton
a total of 14 hits led especially by Coleman, c
0 0 0 0 0 0 (NE); 2, Giovanni (NE); 3, Dube
1 0 0 0 0 0 (BA); 4, Whitehouse (BA). Time:
Young who collected 3-for-4. Gallons, rf
Krause, cf
0 0 0 0 0 0 10:27.
Smith, Walsh, Harding, Agnos, Wallstrum,
If
0 0 0 0 0 0
220 low hurdles—Won by MilGoodwill, lb
1 0 0 0 (I 0 ler (NE); 2, Douglas (BA); 3,
Bogle, rf
1 0 0 0 0 0 Downey (NE); 4, Neuguth (BA).
Blessoff, rf
0 0 0 0 0 0 Time: 24.7.
DRY CLEANSING
Castlepoggi, If 0 0 0 0 0 0
Javelin—Won by Desimone
32 15 13 20 11 3 (BR); 2, Fesiora (NE); 3, LaPointe
SERVICE
Totals
Thornton
ab h r po a e (BA); 4, Stuart (BR). Distance:
Tel. 4-7326
Harriman, If
4 0 0 1 0 0 171 ft. 6y2 in.
Di. Kerry, cf
3 0 0 0 0 0
880—Won by Lacey (NFJ; 2,
Call and Delivery
Mahaney, lb
3 0 1 9 2 0 Wicks (BA); 3, Wilsack (NE); 4,
Roberts, 2b
2 0 1 4 0 0 Shovron (BR). Time: 1:59.
Tarbox, c
2 0 1 2 0 1
High jump — Won by Maria
Lisica, c
1 0 0 4 0 0 (NE); 2, Douglas (BA); 3, Walsh
Burnham, 3b
3 1 0 0 1 0 (BA); 4, tie, LaPointe (BA) and
INCORPORATED
Hansen, rf
3 2 0 0 0 0 Gartner (Ba). Height: 5 ft. 11 in.
CLEANSERS A FUtulIEHS
Donovan, ss
2 0 0 0 7 1
Discus—Won by Wheeler (BA);
Da. Kerry, p
2 0 0 0 2 0 2, Fresina (BA); 3, Greland (NE);
j College Agent - Arlene Gardner
Fortier, p
1 0 0 0 0 1 4, Napoli (BR). Distance: 138 ft.
Totals
26 3 2 20 12 3 8'A in.
By Pete Gartner
The Bates trackmen, fighting
off a gallant Northeastern thinclad outfit, downed both Northeastern and Brandeis in the first
tri-meet of the spring season.
The win was the seventh straight

second victory over the Northeastern Huskies this year, and
was the first official track outing
for Brandeis.
Huskies Threaten 'Cats
The Huskies threatened the
Bobcats all through the meet,
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Lawton Wins First Place
In Frosh Extemp Contest

Poet Describes Style,
Reads Favorite! Lines
In Bowdoin Lecture

Religious Clubs Announce Plans

College religious groups have Sunday's meetings. The Wesley
announced programs for next Club will have a panel discussion
of faith healing at the Methodist
Poet Robert Frost, delivering
Church. The group will meet at
Winner of the annual Oren as foreign aid and educational
the Hobby Shoppe at 7:15 SunNelson Hilton Prize Speaking support are essential to the coun- the Annie Talbot Cole lecture last
day.
Contest held last Wednesday eve- try's good government and se- Friday at Bowdoin, commented
that modern education lays so
Judson Baptist Fellowship has
ning was John Lawton. Speaking curity."
much emphasis on learning ideas
concluded its Sunday evening
extemporaneously on the propos- Comments On Proposals
that we forget that the purpose
meetings for this year.
al that "The federal budget
Commenting on the many pro- of education is "learning to have The help of all students is asked Hear Readings, Testimonies
should be diminished," Lawton
posals for a cut in the federal ideas."
in the use and administration of
took a negative stand.
The Christian Science group
Explaining that an idea comes the Rand tennis courts. In order will have readings from the Bible
budget currently being made in
"A large portion of the budget
Congress, Lawton warned, "Be- from "putting two things rather that cooperation may be attained and from Mary Baker Eddy's
can't be cut since it is already
ware of the lawmakers who vote startingly fresh together," he more fully, the rules and regula- Science and Health With Key to
appropriated by law," Lawton
for cuts in appropriations already noted that the important thing is tions governing the use of these the Scriptures. In addition there
argued, "and such vital portions
guaranteed by law." In this man- to "jump the gun" on others with facilities are made available to all will be hymns and testimonies of
ner a congressman's record is an idea or a metaphor that every- students.
Christian Science healing.
made to present an entirely false one already knows and underAll Bates women and their inThere will be no meeting of
stands but never thought of us- vited guests may use the courts
appearance.
To the Editor:
the Newman Club this coming
I believe that the men of the
Lawton competed against three ing in a particular context.
at the following times: Until Sunday.
College would be interested in a other freshmen speakers in the Illustrates Theory
9:30 a.m., from 12:15 to 1:15 Entertain Bishop
Illustrating this point Frost p. m., and after 4 p. m. on Monletter I received recently from finals: George Coules, David EasThe Episcopal Bishop of Maine
described the union of material day, Wednesday and Friday; afNorman J. Vermette, County Di- ton, and Malcolm MacBain.
will be the guest of the Canterand spiritual worlds as "mechani- ter noon on Tuesday, Thursday
rector of the Office of Civil Debury Club Sunday in the Wofense.
cal not chemical; the only way and Saturday; after 2 p. m. on
men's Union between 7 and 9:45
to keep them together is to pad- Sunday.
The following statements rep. m.
ferring to students of Bates are
dle them." Continuing the figure
List Rules
(Continued
from
page
one)
(though he warned against carquoted from his letter:
The WAA nets which are kept
Thanks Participants
rying an analogy too far) he addProposes Withdrawal
in the Rand Gym balcony are
ed
that
"the
material
goes
to
the
"Because of their immediate
Feeling this pressure, Britain
(Continued from page two)
participation with other volun- offered to withdraw her troops bottom and the spirit evaporates numbered from one to five to coteers, the fire hazard was brought from Egyptian soil on the condi- if you don't keep them paddled." incide with the numbered courts. seen in the derivation of prime
under control and much acreage tion that Egypt join a military
"Poetry is the sound of mean- It is important that the nets are numbers.
was spared.
ing," declared Frost. "Figures used on the right courts. All nets Reason Yields Propositions
pact with her.
Immanuel Kant suggested in
have to have emotional value, are to be returned to the balcony
"Many thanks to the students
In spite of Egyptian refusal,
who took part."
have to do something to you." when the courts are no longer the eighteenth century that rea"much against our better judgson alone, without reference to
Walter H. Boyce
However, the poet must be able in use.
ment, and under strong pressure
Students are requested to wear sense experience, was able to
to "play" with his thoughts; he
from the United States, we withhas nothing in the "thought sneakers when playing on the yield meaningful propositions
drew our troops from Egypt," the
realm" unless he can "swing it courts and not to use the courts other than tautologies about the
speaker stated. "We hoped that
empirical world.
when they are wet.
and sing it."
by so doing we would eliminate
Favors Couplets
Kant failed to establish his
Ask Cooperation
the last grievance that Egypt
Explaining that the couplet is
theory of the validity of synthetic
held against the West. UnfortuOnly with the cooperation of apriori. however, because he
his favorite poetic form because
nately, it didn't work out that
it involves taking two things and all tennis players will the courts based his reasoning on the uniway."
U
making them "click" in a new be maintained at the best possible versal and necessary validity
standards.
Cites Belligerant Moves
way, the New England poet rewhich he felt Newtonian physics
Marett cited four examples of cited some original examples.
to possess. With the development
Frost concluded the lecture
of modern physics Newton's sysEgyptian belligerency towards
| the West. While undermining the with the reading of several of his
tem no longer was granted uniposition of Western powers in well-known poems, including
versality and necessity. Wittgen(Continued from page one)
the Middle East, Egyrjt turned to "Stopping By Woods," "The Road
stein's treatment of prime numLoan applications may be made bers as derived in a synthetic
RuFS;a for arms. In addition, she Not Taken," "Provide, Provide,"
at
any time during the year, but apriori manner represents anincited the Arabs to rise up "Birches," "Departmental," and
applicants are advised to plan other attempt to validate the
against the Jews. Finally, she "Mending Walls."
well in advance. Application synthetic apriori.
confiscated the Suez Canal. "The
changes which were good." It forms may be obtained from the
sudden seizure of the canal was
stopped the Israeli-Egyptian con- recorder or any member of the U. of M. Hosts
a slap in the face for Britain,"
Each year the conference meets
flict whic'i threatened to become local Commandery of Knights
stressed the speaker.
an all-out Middle East war. It Templar. Inquiries may be made in a different college from the
Marett declined to go into the forstalled the entry of Russian at any Masonic Temple, or by preceding year. Next year the
University of Maine will be host.
moral implications of the com- 'volunteers' into Egypt.
writing to Knights Templar Edubined British-French-Israeli inva- Stimulated Responsible Altitude
cation Foundation, 14 East JackMany a businessman is dis- sion of Egypt, but asserted that
The act woke up the U.N. and son Blvd., Chicago 14, 111.
"it did bring about certain forced the creation of an intercovering these days—to his
(Continued from page two)
national police force, the U.N.E.F. accomplishing her ends. Thus we
See Our
"Finally," the Consul General put the responsibility squarely on Elizabeth Anson, Richard Dole,
pleasant surprise—that a gift
said, "it stimulated the United the shoulders of the United Na- David Hall, Stanley Maxwell,
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
to his Alma Mater can bring
States Government to take a tions. So far," Marett stated, "I Priscilla Schummrick, Linda
do not feel encouraged by the Tanner, Vivian Varney, Joan
definite future tax advantages AND CHINA SELECTIONS more responsible attitude in the
United Nations' actions."
Williams, and Owen Wood.
Middle East situation."
Marett commented that "it
"Perhaps the only possible Post Information
to his wife and family.
must be unprecedented in history moral to be drawn from all this,"
Further information will be
Our experienced Trust
that in the middle of a success- concluded Marett, "is that it is posted on dormitory bulletin
ful military .campaign an invad- vitally important for France, boards and those interested are
Department will be glad to
ing army withdrew." Britain did England, and the United States urged to speak to one of those
work with you and your attorthis because of the great moral to agree on common policies in listed who have attended. The
pressure exerted on her by the the Middle East. The lack of this Bates Christian Association is
ney on the financial and trust
rest of the world.
has been the single great cause of able to help with expenses for
"But Britain withdrew before the recent blunderings."
Lewiston
a limited number of students.
aspects of the educational gift 83 Lisbon St.

Seeks Help In
Tennis Court
Administration

Letter To Editor

Consul General

Philosophers Meet

You mean
a gift to
my college
can result in a
larger income
for my family?"

Foundation Loans

O-At-Ka

you have in mind... regardless of its size.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of

Luiggi's Pizzeria

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

"Facts Everyone Should Know About
Charitable Giving," which you may

— Features —

find valuable at this time. Simply
drop us a card today.

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

To Eat Hor* and to Take Out

'DEPOSITORS
Trust Company

18 Offices Saving the Heart of Maine
Main Office: Augusta, Maine

Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF J3.00 OR MORE

LEWISTON SHOE CLINIC
QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
We're Ready To Serve Bates Students
Lewiston
25 Sabattus Street

